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Ancestry Informative SNP (AISNP) Studies

Phenotype Informative SNP (PISNP)
Studies

We have used our population resources to study many candidate
SNPs for use in ancestry inference from a DNA profile (e.g., Kidd et al.,
2011a, b; Donnelly et al., 2012). We originally presented a small panel
of 39 AISNPs as a prototype AISNP panel for our FROG-kb web site
<frog.med.yale.edu>. That panel, called FROG39, was better than
anticipated when tested with STRUCTURE on 44 populations. For
ranking of most likely population of origin for many profiles of known
individuals the likelihood ranges were often >30 orders of magnitude
with the actual origin at or near the top of the list. The most likely
population was usually not significantly better than the true
population or represented the same general geographic region. We
have now identified additional good AISNPs (Table 1) and expanded
analyses to our collection of samples from 55 populations (Table 2).
STRUCTURE runs for the original FROG39, a new overlapping
FROG45 AISNP set, and the combined set of all 56 AISNPs are
presented in Figure 1.
The new FROG45 AISNP set was developed by first evaluating the
FROG39 AISNPs for their contribution to the STRUCTURE results and
kept the “best” 28, those with the highest Fst values that were
collectively a balanced set of patterns of regional variation. The
pattern balancing was done by selecting the markers with the highest
values from each set of regional pairwise Fst values. To this set we
added 17 additional AISNPs selected in the same manner but from a
separate much larger set of candidate AISNPs, some that we identified
as candidates and some that we typed but were originally suggested
by other studies. The objective was to develop a “First-Tier” panel of
AISNPs that would identify several geographic regions that might be
more finely resolved with additional AISNPs selected to maximize
variation within a region. This we now refer to as “FROG45” because
it will shortly be accessible on FROG-kb while a paper giving more
details is being prepared. The FROG45 STRUCTURE runs (Figure 1)
are “better” in that South Asia is now clearly distinct at K=8 and K=9,
but Africa shows no major variation. Also shown in Figure 1 are
STRUCTURE runs for the combined set of SNPs representing the
union of both panels. We have not been able to identify any subset of
the 56 AISNPs that is as good as the FROG39 set. Our experience is
that once we have fewer than about 40 AISNPs we lose some of the
geographic distinctions we see in these analyses. Of course, many
much smaller subsets will give good resolution of widely differing
population groups such as West Africa, Northwest Europe, far East
Asia, and Native Americans. We consider this too gross an
approximation to the ancestral origins in the United States to be an
acceptable indicator of likely ancestry for a forensic unknown.

Our population resources (Table 2) are valuable for
gaining a better understanding of how SNPs
associated with phenotypes vary among populations.
In a recent study (Donnelly et al., 2012) we were able to
show that many of the SNPs in OCA2 that had been
associated with eye color in Western Europe were in
fact simply in linkage disequilibrium with the SNP in
the upstream enhancer that Visser et al. (2012) showed
to be the functionally relevant variation. For several of
those non-coding SNPs in OCA2 the “blue eye” allele
also occurred in other parts of the world at frequencies
that would have predicted a noticeable frequency of
blue eyes if the allele caused blue eyes when the
population has essentially no blue-eyed individuals.

Figure 1. Two overlapping sets of AISNPs and their union run on STRUCTURE.

The SNPs
are listed in Table 1 and the 55 populations are listed in Table 2. Likelihoods in all cases
were beginning to plateau at about K=8 but analyses were conducted up to K=12 with no
additional regional clarification past K=9, just increased individual differences within
populations. Results plotted are the most likely of 10 independent runs of the program.

Figure 2.

We have now studied four of the OCA2 SNPs with clear
functional possibilities that have an appreciable
heterozygosity in any existing data. Figure 2 shows
the haplotype frequencies of those four SNPs. The
haplotype defined by the enhancer variant is clearly
present only in populations in or near Europe with the
possibility of European admixture in some other
population samples. This is the haplotype actually
functionally relevant to the “blue eye color” phenotype.
The haplotype defined by the SNP rs1800414
(His615Arg) is restricted to East Asia with some
evidence of gene flow into Southeastern Europe. This
SNP and haplotype are associated with lighter
pigmentation among East Asians (Edwards et al.,
2010). What our new analyses show is that another
non-synonymous substitution, rs74653330 (Ala481Thr)
defines another haplotype reaching 10% to 30% in
Siberia and the Finns; as yet there is no phenotype
association known to be associated with this
haplotype. Finally, we note that rs1800407 (Arg419Gln)
occurs on haplotypes with the enhancer variant AND
occurs on chromosomes with the ancestral allele at
the enhancer site. Though uncommon, the cis-trans
possibility may raise complexities in eye color
prediction that is not currently considered in the
formulae used to predict eye color for the IrisPlex SNP
set.

proportional to frequencies. Underscored haplotypes are ancestral.
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Figure 4

Multi-population, multi-SNP (haplotype) studies are
Figure 4. Best additive phylogenetic tree based on 34 minihaps and 54 of the 55
ongoing at several other loci known to be involved in
populations listed in Table 2. Malaysians were not included in tree analysis.
phenotype. Primarily, these are skin color loci:
SLC24A5, SLC45A2, MC1R, etc. As we obtain
reasonable results, we will be making the data
Figure 5. Examples of haplotype frequencies for four minihaps. Colored bars are
available in ALFRED—ALlele FRequency Database.

Our current efforts are now focused on identifying AISNPs that are
highly informative within a geographic region. We think such markers
would constitute panels of second-tier AISNPs to be analyzed only for
ancestry refinement within a region. Some of the phenotype
informative SNPs will fall within this category as well as some of the
lineage informative mini-haplotypes.
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Figure 2. Bar graph of OCA2 haplotype frequencies based on four functional
SNPs. rs12913832 is the enhancer SNP most relevant for blue eye color.

Lineage Informative SNP (LISNP) Studies
Markers that are especially good at helping to identify the relatives of an unknown DNA profile are generally those that are highly
polymorphic while having a low enough mutation rate that identity by state (IBS) generally implies identity by descent (IBD). The
standard forensic short tandem repeat polymorphisms (STRPs) meet the first of those requirements but do not always meet the
second. While single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) have very low mutation rates, they are di-allelic and hence heterozygosity
is a maximum of 0.5. We have been working to identify haplotypes of 3 or 4 SNPs that involve only modest linkage disequilibrium
and span a small molecular extent, less than 10kb. We have proposed these mini-haplotypes (“minihaps”) as the LISNP class of
SNP-based markers (Pakstis et al., 2012). Because minihaps have very low mutation and recombination rates, observing IBS gives
a high probability of IBD, essential for identifying lineages/clans/families. We present an overview of 35 candidate minihaps,
distributed across 17 autosomes, that we have studied on 54 population samples. In Figure 3 the Fst, average heterozygosity, and
the percentage resolvability are plotted for each of the minihaps. Resolvability is the ability to unambiguously determine
haplotypes because an individual is either homozygous for all the SNPs or else has at most one heterozygous SNP. The additive
phylogenetic tree in Figure 4 is based on pairwise genetic distances for 34 of these minihaps and demonstrates their potential
utility for ancestry inference. The bar graphs illustrate the allele frequencies (Figures 5) of the four minihap systems. NPAS2 and
DRD3 are examples from the extremes of the percent resolvability distribution; while TAS2R16 has the highest average
heterozygosity on 54 populations of the 35 minihaps studied so far and FADS2 has the lowest average heterozygosity.
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